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In a far, far land that nobody ever knew of, there lived a mighty dragon that lived in a cave all by itself. One day, there was a castle in the middle of a town. In the castle, there lived a king and a queen. The queen had a son named Roberto and she always told Roberto, when you grow you shall discover the land that nobody ever discovered before. Nobody knows the name of the land.

Roberto grew. When he was 10 years old, he left the kingdom to begin his journey to discover where the hidden land was. On his journey, he met two people that wanted to go with him on his journey! They traveled together until the first person that joined him on his journey had a fight with the second person. The first person's name was Dan, the second person's name was Will. They got in a fight because Dan stole Will's cookie dough ice cream cone from him. They finally stopped fighting when Roberto cooked up some fresh eggs and the smell traveled through the air to where they were. Dan and Will followed
the smell and started eating. “This tastes awesome,” said Dan. They started munching up the food and when they were finished eating, they kept on traveling.

Soon, Roberto saw a map laying on the ground. He ran towards the map and picked it up. The map told him how to go to the land nobody knows of! They realized they were close to the land with dragons. Soon, they were entering the trapped cave. Once you passed that, the land nobody knows of will be there. They had to go under ropes of fire and at long last they made it into the land that nobody ever knew of. It was a miracle! Thud, the dragon, came up and greeted them with a loud roar. The dragon took a big breath and blew out steaming fire at Roberto and his two friends. Roberto flipped back wards to avoid the steaming fire. Dan saw a cage and he threw the cage at the dragon. The dragon got stuck in the cage and was trapped forever.

The trip was over now over but the journey of the three men was just beginning!